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ABSTRACT

It is proved that the Mann iteration process converges strongly to the fixed point
of a strictly hemi-contractive map in real uniformly smooth Banach spaces. The class of
strictly hemi-contractive maps includes all strictly pseudo-contractive maps with nonempty
fixed point sets. A related result deals with the Ishikawa iteration scheme when the map-
ping is Lipschitzian and strictly hemi-contractive. Our theorems generalize important
known results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be a nonempty subset of a Hilbert space, H. A mapping T • K
c a l l e d p s e u d o - c o n t r a c t i v e if f o r a l l x , y i n K,

// is

\\Tx - Ty\\* < \\z - y\\2 - T)x -(I- T)y\\2
(1)

This class of nonlinear mappings has been studied by various researchers (see
for example, [1-3],[6],[8-13],[28],[29]).Interest in such mappings stems mainly
from their firm connection with the important class of nonlinear accretive op-
erators (see for example, [4],[14]). A mapping U with domain D(U) and range
R{U) in a normed linear space E is called accretive [5] if the inequality

holds for all x,y € D(U) and for all s > 0. The firm connection between
the pseudo-contractive and accretive mappings is that a mapping T is pseudo-
contractive if and only if (/ —T) is accretive [4, Proposition 1]. Consequently,
the mapping theory for accretive operators is closely related to the fixed point
theory of pseudo-contractive mappings. The accretive operators were intro-
duced independently in 1967 by Browder [4] and Kato [14]. An early funda-
mental result in the theory of accretive operators, due to Browder states that
the initial value problem

du
— + TV = 0, u(0) = uD

is solvable if T is locally Lipschitzian and accretive in E, a result which was
subsequently generalised by Martin [16] to the continuous accretive operators.
For more results on the applications of accretive operators the reader may
consult [4],

Let F(T) = {x€ K :Tx = x}. If F(T) ± 0, the mapp ing T : K -> H is

called hemi-contractive (see for example, [12],[17], [19]) if for each x € A', and
X" € F(T),

\\Tx-xm\\2 < (3)

Suppose now that K is a nonempty subset of an arbitrary normed linear space,
E. Then a mapping T : K —> E is called strictly pseudo-contractive (see for
example, [2],[6]) if for each x,y G K and r > 0 there exists ( > 1 such that,

\\2-y\\<\\(l+r)(x-y)~rt(Tz-Ty)\\ (4)

If t = 1, then T is called pseudo-co7ttractive,(see for example, [11]), and if E is
a Hilbert space, inequality (4) is equivalent to inequality (1).
We now extend naturally the notions of hemi-contractive maps, as defined for
Hilbert spaces by inequality (3), to arbitrary normed linear spaces. Following
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the above definitions, if K is a nonempty subset of an arbitrary normed linear
space E, and T : A' —t E is a map such that F(T) ^ 0, we call T strictly hemi-
contractive if for all x £ A*, x' £ E(T), and r > 0, there exists t > 1 such that,

II* - I 'll < ||(1 + r)(x - x-) - rt{Tx - x-)\\ (5)

and if t = 1, T will be called htmi-contmctivt:. We shall show in Lemma 2
(below) that if E is a Hilbert space and f = 1, inequality (5) agrees with in-
equality (3), which is the well known inequality for hemi-ccmtractive maps in
Hilbert spaces. It is clear that psendo-conUactive maps with nonempty fixed
point sets are hemi-contractive and any strictly pseudo-contractive mapping
T with F[T) / 0 is strictly hemi-contractive.

We now give an example of a map which is strictly hemi-contractive but
not. strictly pseudo-contractive.
Example Take E — 5R (with the usual norm) and A" — [0, ir]. Define T : A' —»

7\r =
'2 J'COST

ii
for each x € A'. Clearly F(T) = {0}. For each x £ A, choose t - f. Then,

\(\+r)(z-x-)~rt(Tx -z")\ = |(1 + r)x-rtTx\ > (1 + r)x - rx = x

and -so T is strictly hemi-contractive. However, if x = jr. y = 2jr, and r £ (0,2),
then \x — y\ = ff, and,

|(1 + r)[x -y)~ r(Tx - Ty)\ = ff|r - l | < * = |j- - j , | ,

so that 7' is not pseudo-contractive (and hence not strictly pseudo-contractive).
Furthermore, it is easy to see that.

\TxTy\<(l+2*)\xy\

for all I , J £ A'. Thus, T is in fact, a LipschiU strictly hemi-contractive map
which is not strictly pseudo-contractive.

Iterative methods for approximating fixed points of hemi-contractive
maps in Milbert spaces have been studied by various researchers (see for ex-
ample, [12],[17],[25]). In [25], Rhoades examined the following two fixed point
iteration schemes:

(a) The Ishikawa Iteration Process (see for example, [13],[25] ) de-
fined as follows: For I\ a convex subset of a Banach space E, and T a mapping
of A' into itself, the sequence {ITI}JJLO ' n ^ ' s defined by,

io € ^ , (6)

!„+, = (1 - a,,)*,, + n,J'yn, n > 0, (7)
yn = ( 1 -i3,,).tn + i3nTin, n > 0, (S)

where {an}£_0 and {/3n}~=0 satisfty (i) 0 < an < f)n < 1, (ii) JinWJ,, = 0, and

( i i i ) n L o " - A = oo, and,

(b) The Mann Iteration Process (see for example, [15],[25) ) which is
defined as follows: with K and T as in (a) the sequence {in}™=o is defined by,

6 A',
cnTxn, n > 0, (10)

where (i) 0 < cn < 1 (ii) lim cn = 0, and (iii)

In some applications, condition (iii) is replaced by E^Luc,,(l — <?„) = oo.
The iteration processes (a) and (b) have been studied by various researchers
for approximating solutions of several nonlinear operator equations (see for
example, [3], [6-9], [12],[13].[15],[17],[19],[20], [25-29] ). Moreover, it is well
known that the two schemes may exhibit different behaviours for different
classes of nonlinear mappings (see for example, [25],[26] ).

Let E be a real Banach space. The modulus of smoothness of ./•* is the
function

pE : [O.oo) -» [0,oo),

defined by

PE(t) = \\T-y]\)-\ ; \\x\\ < < t],

E is said to be uniformly smooth if:

\\mpE(t)ft = 0.

It is well-known that all Hilbert spaces, and the Banach spaces Lp [or lp), 1 <
p < oo are uniformly smooth.

In [6], Chidume proved that the Mann iteration process can be used
to approximate fixed points of lApschitz strictly pseudo-contractive maps in
Lp (or lp) spaces for p € [2,oo). In [28], Sc.hu extended the above result of
Chidume [6] to the more general class of continuous strictly pseudo-contractive
maps and to real Banach spaces with property ({/,a,m + l ,m) (see for ex-
ample, [28] for deiinition}.These Danach spaces which include the Lp (or lp)
spaces for p £ [2, oo) are also uniformly smooth. Furthermore, he proved that
the Ishikawa iteration process can be used to approximate fixed points of Lips-
chitz strictly pseudo-contractive maps in these Banach spaces, (see also Bethke
[1]). More recently, Chidume, [8], proved that the Mann iteration process
can in fact be used to approximate fixed points of continuous strictly paeudo-
contractive maps in real uniformly smooth Banach spaces. Furthermore, he



proved that the Ishikawa iteration process can be used to approximate fixed
points of Lipschitz strictly pseudo-contractive maps in these Banach spaces.

It is our purpose in this paper to prove that the results of Chidume [8] re-
main true in real uniformly smooth Banach spaces for the larger class of strictly
htmi-contractive maps. Our results then extend the results of Chidume [8],
(and consequently those of Schu [28], Bethke [1], and others ) from the class
of strictly pseudo-contractive maps to the more general class of strictly hemi-
contractive maps.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Let is be a real Banach space and K* its dual. We shall denote by J the
normalized duality mapping from E to 2 £ ' given by.

where (,) denotes the generalized duality pairing.
In the sequel we shall need the following results:

Lemma TK (Kato [14]) Let E be an arbitrary ISanach spare. Then for all
x,y £ E, arid a > 0,

l |s | |<lk + °jr||
if and only if there exists j 6 J(x) such that

emark 1 In [21 page 89], Reich proved that if E' is uniformly convex then
there exists a continuous nondecreasing function,

b: [0,oc) -> [0,oo)

such that 6(0} = 0, b[ct) < cb{t) for all c > 1 and,

II* + y\\" < Ikll2 + 2(y,j(x)) + max{||*||, l}||irj!*(||y||) (11)

for all x, y e E.

Remark 2 Nevanlinna and Reich [18] have shown that for any given continu-
ous nondecreasing function b(t) with 6(0) = 0, sequences {A,,}^0 always exist
satisfying:
(i) 0 < K < I for all n > 0 (ii)Er= 0>n = °°, and ^ r f Jlnl(An) < oo. For
E = LF, 1 < p < oo, we can choose any sequence {A n }^ a in /*//' with s = p

if 1 < p < 2, and s = 2 if p > 2.

3. MAIN RESULTS

We first prove the following Lemmas:

Lemma 1 Let A' be a nonempty subset of a Banach space, E. Then T : K —>
E is hemi-contractive if and only if for ali x d K, x' g •F(Y'), there exists
j € J(x — i*) such that,

Re{x-TxJ) >0 (12)

Proof T is hemi-contractive if and only if for each i e K, x' € F(T),

that is , if and only if for each x £ A', i" € F(T),

\\x - x'\\ < ||(x - *') + r{(/ - T)x -{I- 7 > * } | |

or, if and only if (by Lemma TK) for each x (•_ A', x' G F(T), there exists
j e J(x - x') such that,

Re{x-TxJ) >0,

completing the proof of Lemma 1.
We now show that for Hilbert spaces and with t = 1, inequalites (3) and

(5) are equivalent.

Lemma 2 Let A' be a nonempty subset of a Hilbert space, H, and let '/' :
K -> H be a map such that F(T) ^ %, Then for all x € K, x' e F{T),

\\Tx-x'\\a<\\x-x'\\*+\\x-Tx\\*

if and only if

Re(x - Tx,x-x') > 0

Proof Suppose that for all x S K, x" € F(T),

Then,

from which it foilows that Re{x - Tx,x — x") > 0 as required.
Conversely, suppose Re(x - Tx,x - x'} > 0 for all x e A', x' £ F(T). Then,
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completing the proof of Lemma 2.
It follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 that for Hilbert spaces, inequal-

ity (5) with t — 1 is equivalent to inequality (3). For the rest of this paper,
((> 1) will denote the constant appearing in the definition of a strictly liemi-
conUactive map.

Lemma 3 Let A' be a nonempty subset of a Danach space E. Then T : A' —>
E is strictly hemi-contractive if and only if for all i £ A', x' € F(T), there
exists j £ J(x - x") such that,

Proof Suppose T ; A —> E is strictly hemi-contractive. Then, for all j e A',
a"* € F{T), there exists ( > 1 such that,

\\x - t'\\ < T)(T - T*) - vt(Tx - x-)

that is,
\\x - x'\\ < \\x - x- + r{(i - tT)x - (I - IT)T'}

By Lemma TK, there exists j € J(x - .r") such that

Re{(I-tT)x-((-tT)x\j) >0

or,
-Re(x' -Tx,j) <r[\\x-x'\

and so

which yields,

Re(i-Tx,j) >
, t - I ,

as required.
Conversely, suppose there exists j € J ( J — x') such tliat.

Re(x-TxJ) >(—j~)il^-^"|[2 (13)

We show that T is strictly hemi-contractive. Observe that inequality (13)
implies,

which implies,
t

x-,j) >0 (14)

By Lemma TK, inequality (14) yields,

||s-*-||<||*-J* + r{{/-tr)*-(/-i7>-}ll

for r > 0 and this simplifies to,

\\x - x-\\ < 11(1 +r)(x-x')-ri(Tx - x')\\,

completing the proof.
We now prove the following theorems:

Theorem 1 Let £ be a real uniformly smooth Banach space and Set A' be
a nonempty closed, convex and bounded subset of E. Let T : K -* K be
a strictly hemi-contractive mapping of A' into itself. Let {cnl̂ Lo De a r c a l
sequence satisfying: (i) 0 < cn < 1, for all n > 0, (ii)5Z™=orn = °°i a nd (''')
E^Locn^{cn) < oo. Then, the sequence {rn}^l0 generated by x0 S A',

^n+i = ( l - r , K + f , T i , , n >0 , (15)

converges strongly to x' £ /•'('/') and F(T) is a singleton set.

Proof Let i* 6 F(T). Since T is strictly hemi-contractive, Lemma 3 implies
that there exists j e J(x — x") such that,

(x-Ts,j)>k\\x-x' (16)

for all i € K, where it = if- e (0,1). Using (11), (15), and (16) we obtain,

(1 - cn)2||xn - z*||2 + 2c,,(l - cn)(Txn - Tx\j(xn - x-))
max{(l - cn)| |in - i*||, l}e n | | r i n - Tx-\\b{cn\\Txn - 7"i*||)

< (1 - cn)*\\xn _ x'W1 + 2(1 - *K(1 - c) l |a n - x-||2

{(l - c ) | k - i ' | | , l}cn |lTin - J*a;*|| max{||rin - Tx-||, [}b(cn)
< [(1 - cn)

2 + 2(1 - fc)c(l - cn) + (1 - kfcDWxn - x'\\2 + Mcnb(cn),

for some constant M > 0, since A' is bounded. Thus,

l|in+i - I'll2 < (1 - kcn)\\xn - i-||2 + Mcnb(cn).

Set pn = | | i n - £*|p, <rn = fccn, 61 = Mcn6(cn), to obtain,

which is inequality (10) of [6] with <5J = c2,^. The rest of the argument now
follows as in [6] to give that {̂ n}™=0 converges strongly to x' € F(T).



Suppose now that y' e F(T), with y' =fi x*. Repeating the argument of
Theorem 1 relative to y", we obtain that {•TnULo converges to both y* and
x". This contradiction establishes that F(T) = {x*}, completing the proof of
Theorem 1.

Corollary 1 Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space, and let A" be
a nonempty closed, convex and bounded subset of E. Let T : K —+ K be
conlinuos strictly pseudo-contractive mapping of K into itself. Let {cn}JL0 be
a real sequence satisfying:

(i) 0 < cn < 1, for al! n > 0, (ii) E"o<"-n = <». and (iii) T.7=ocnb(cn) < oo.
Then the sequence {jn}^o generated by x0 € K,

xn+l = (1 ~cn)xn + cnTxn, n > 0 ,

converges strongly to the unique fixed point of T.

Proof The existence of a fixed point, of T in K follows from Deimling [10].
Since T is strictly pseudo-contractive and F(T) ^ 0, it follows that T is strictly
hemi-contractive. The result then follows from Theorem 1.

If E = Lp (or /p), 1 < p < oo, Theorem 1 can be stated more simply as
fol low s:

Corollary 2 Let E = Lp (or lp), 1 < p < 2 and A', T be as in Theorem
1. Let {cn}^L0 be a real sequence satisfying: (i) 0 < cn < 1, for all n > 0,
(») E ^ o ^ = oo (iii)E^ocS < oo. Then the sequence {in}™=0 generated by
xa € A',

xn+i = (I - cn)xn + cnTxn, n>Q,

converges strongly to the unique fixed point of T.

Proof Remark 2, conditions (ii) and (iii) imply that
result then follows from Theorem 1.

< oc- The

Corollary 3 Let E = Lp (or /p) , 2 < p < oo, and let A", T be as in Theorem
1. Let {cn}£l0 be a real sequence satisfying: (i) 0 < cn < 1, for all n > 0 (ii)
Er=oc-> = °°. and (»') T.n=ocl < °°- Then, the sequence {in}™=0 generated
by T0 e A',

iB+i = (1 - cn)xn + c.nTxn, n > 0

converges strongly to the unique fixed point of T.

Proof Follows as in the proof of Corollary 2.

Error Estimates Following the method of [7] and setting cn = s(n + 1) x we
obtain that the error estimate in Theorem 1 is given by,

If E ~ Lp (or 1) then,

and,

, i/l <p<2,

Theorem 2 Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach spare, arid let A' be
a nonempty closed, convex and bounded subset of E. Let, T : A —> A be
a Lipschitz strictly hemi-contractive mapping of A into itself. Let {an}™=0

and {A}" = ( ) be real sequences satisfying: (i) 0 < <*„,/?„ < 1, for n > 0, (ii)
E"=o a i i — °° ("') lim /?n = 0 and

Tl—.OS

(iv) ^^=Q dnb(ctn) < oo. For arbitrary lo 6 A. define the sequence {̂ n}̂ Lo in
K by,

xn+i = (1 - c i j a v +a»7V,, (17)

(18)

e t .Then, {in}JL0 converges strongly to x" € F(T) and F(T) is a singleton s

Proof Let x* € F{T). Denote the Lipschitz constant of T by L. Using
(ll),(16),(17)and (18) we obtain,

+ max{(l - an)\\xn - x*||, 1 )an\\Tyll - Tx'\\ mnx{\\Tyn - Txm\]A}b(an)

and using inequality (16) we obtain,

(Tyn-Tx-,j(xn-x')) = (Ty»-Txn,j(xn-x')) + (Txn-Tx-J(xn-x
m

< L\\yn - xn\\\\xn - x'\\ + (1 - i ) l l ^ - ^"ll2

< [£(1 + £)/?„ + (1 - k)]\\xn - x'\\2

For sufficiently large n, condition (iii) implies, L(\ + £)/?„ < P. Hence,

(Tyn - Tx\3(xn - x-)) < [1 - fc(l - k)\\\xn - x'\\\
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so that,

for some constant M > 0, sinceA' is bounded. Adding a^[l - i(l —
i*||2 to the right side of the last inequality we obtain.

so that,

< l» - *(1 - *K11|xn - **||' + A/Qn6(aB)

The rest of the argument now follows as in the proof Thi orem 1.

Corollary 4 Let E he. a real uniformly smooth Ranach space, and let /\' be
a nonempty closed, convex and bounded subset of E. Let 7' : A —* K be
a Lipschitz strictly pseudo-contractive mapping of A" into itself. Let {an}JJl0

and {/3,i}™=(h be real sequence satisfying: (i) 0 < anji,x < 1, for n > 0, (ii)

E™=o°» = °° <"•) ^P* = °' a n d

Cv) E"=ijOn6(o,) < oo. For arbitrary .r0 £ K, dcline the sequence {jn}i^La i"
K by,

Vn =(1 - ^ 1 ^ + ^ J i , , n > 0

Then, {-rn}^o converges strongly to the unique fixed point of T in A'.

Proof Follows as in the proof of Corollary 1.

Remark 3 Corollaries 1 and 4 are the main results of Chidume [8] (which
themselves are extensions of the main results of [1],[6], and [28]). Theorems 1
and 2 thus extend these results of Chidume from the class of strictly pseudo-
contractive maps to the more general class of strictly hemi-contractive maps.

Remark 4 The error estimate for Theorem 2 is of the same order as that ob-
tained in Theorem 1. It follows from Theorems 1 and 2 that if A' is a nonempty
closed, convex and bounded subset of a real uniformly smooth Banach space,
and T : K —> K is a Lipschitz strictly hemi-contractive map of K into it-
self, then either the Mann or the Ishikawa iteration method can be used to
approximate the fixed point of T. However, since the error estimate with the
two methods are of the same order, Mann process may be preferred due to
its stmplicty. Furthermore, the Mann process can be applied when T is an
arbitrary strictly hemi-contractive map. It is not kwown whether or not the
Ishikawa iteration converges for this class of nonlinear maps.
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